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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
“In this show, I bear the song of  a generation of  daughters and women who no longer want to be humiliated. We will get our inspiration from 
great Latin American artists to show the transformation of  harsh reality into explosive and lifesaving  artworks.”

At the start of  our research, we used the works and lives of  Frida Kahlo, Violeta Parra, 
Debora Arango et Rigoberta Menchú as sources of  inspiration to create characters, 
illustrate historical facts, embody daily situations and concretely tackle strong themes like 
colonisation, indigenousness, capitalism and social  oppression.

We were also inspired by anonymous women, by our mothers and grandmothers who all, 
at one point in their lives, have had to face contempt, violence, the supression of  their de-
sires. Through their voices, we discover a deep and sensitive imaginary world to decipher 
our time, from one continent to the next. Many of  us are still victims of  sexist violence. 
There is still a long way to go to achieve a true equality between men and women.
 
Rosa is a contemporary play, an unpublished monologue which questions our memory: 
how to make our way through our deepest fears before resurfacing filled with creative 
force.
 
The play portrays different moments of  Rosa’s life. Thanks to the use of  cameras and the 
proliferation of  images, space is transformed in order to talk about her intimate life and 
our collective memory.
 
The soundtrack explores a vast range of  emotions which, as it does at the cinema, brings 
narrative to its culminations. The songs complete this soundscape to bring to the fore the 
dreams and struggles of  Latino-American women, who were historically sidelined from the 
social movement.

  © Violette Graveline
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SYNOPSIS
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

“A powerful and topical text which tells the story of  ROSA, a Latino-American woman who tries to understand why everything went wrong. Whether 
wellknown or anonymous, the women from yesterday or today have a lot to say .”

      © Violette Graveline

Relying on the evocative and metaphorical strength of  music and video, Rosa is the portrait of  a 
Latino-American woman, a character out of  a painting from Débora Arango or Frida Kahlo, a voice 
that rises with rage like a song from Violeta Parra. Confined to the shackles of  home or enslaved 
by neoliberalism codes, censored in her desires and sometimes driven to exile, Rosa survives in a 
country that navigates between the promises of  emancipation and the violence of  a social model 
imposed by the United States.
Cristián Soto’s play goes beyond borders and cultural codes so as to deliver a profound glimpse at 
our society through the representation of  a diary of  a battered woman. 
 
Claudia Urrutia will bear and embody a whole historical background - characters, signs and images 
from Latin America - to deconstruct reality and enhance it in a celebration of  life and death. Indeed, 
the survivors of  that Latino-American hell left us a life-giving imaginative world, a kind of  “magical 
reality” where everything becomes possible, and in which conflicts feed on one another for better 
or for worse.
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PRODUCTION NOTES
Cristian Soto, stage director and author  

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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By staying in France and Europe and meeting fundamental artists, I have grown in  my un-
derstanding of  the issues of  contemporary theatre. Working alongside David Bobee, Paul 
Desveaux, Galin Stoev and Kristof  Warlikowski among others, has marked my route. These 
experiences have enriched my interests as a playwright and stage director and now, I want to 
move back and forth between Latino-American and European theatrical creation. 

Together with actress Claudia Urrutia, we bear this challenge which gets its inspiration from 
the lives and works of  Latino-American women. Their views and testimonies will enable us to 
imagine and dream the future of  our societies.
 
In Mexico, Frida Kahlo used the pain in her body to paint. In Columbia, Debora Arango was 
censored for having dared to paint naked women. In Chile, Violeta Parra travelled the country 
to collect songs from the people and convey her dream of  a University for the people. Every 
day in Mexico, Columbia, Brazil, Argentina and Chili, anonymous women fighters are taking 
to the streets, looking for their children who have vanished, their daughters who have been 
kidnapped, all these lives which have been ripped apart. 

These women take charge of  their lives, become spokeswomen of  their communities, and 
when one of  them gets silenced, killed or shot, a new voice rises up to keep the fight going.

Rosa is a modest woman who grew up in Chile under the Pinochet dictatorship, she was 
indoctrinated between tributes to the flag and parades in honor of  the army. She rebelled 
when she found out the story of  the disappeared soldiers in the Atacama desert. Like Frida 
Kahlo, she sublimated her rage and pain into creation, by painting the violence inflicted by 
her father and her husband.
 

            © Graveline
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     © Violette Graveline

Claudia Urrutia takes costumes from her clothes rack and 
goes back to her childhood, becoming a mother, a father or 
a teacher. Hilarious and shrewd, she wears the mask of  a 
female super hero to fight “zombies”, who represent  those 
who excessively support capitalism.
  
Rosa grows up between two periods: that of  dictatorship and 
its show business, the glittery version of  a bloody regime, 
and that of  post dictatorship, with its promises of  equality, 
emancipation for women who no longer want roles to be 
imposed on them. 

Through her songs, Rosa asks for justice for those women 
who are the victims of  this ordinary machismo.
 
Rosa alludes to the celebration of  the dead in the middle of  
a flower-covered desert in order to represent art as a path 
leading to resistance and freedom.
 
Cristián SOTO  



STAGE DESIGN________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Violette Graveline, Set designer and visual artist 

The scenic layout, whether for a solo performance, a contemporary cabaret or a talk show offers 
a multiple and fragmented space in movement that the incarnated characters echo. The presence 
of  video, screens, microphones and video cameras make for a real multifocal aesthetic choice. In 
turn it focuses on surveillance, on the individual’s fragmentation and hyper presence as an image 
(selfie), on political and activist speech. 

       © Violette Graveline
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This device allows the actress to fully deploy her skills, to use and exhaust the possi-
bilities of  space and vice-versa: always in sight, she moves around the set as if  it was 
a “reality TV laboratory”.
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The stage design combines the rigor and 
hierarchy of  western televisual devices with 
a more open and moving space which would 
be that of  a Latino-American backroom. 
The curtain lifts and the Latino-American 
burlesque dance begins.

       © Violette Graveline
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ZUMAYA VERDE Production

With support from the Conseil Départemental du Puy 
de Dôme and the city of  Clermont-Ferrand. 
Residency création at La Cour des Trois Coquins 
-Scène Vivante and L’espace Nelson Mandela in Cler-
mont-Ferrand.
Coproductions Espace Paul Jargot in Crolles (38) and 
l’Espace du Moulin de l’étang in Billom (63).
Contributors: Maison de Loisirs et de la Culture in Bil-
lom and le Collectif  Autour d’elles.
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PRESSE________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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ARTISTIC TEAM________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CRISTIÁN SOTO

_____________
Actor, stage director and 

playwright
_____________

 

 Cristián Soto was born in Talca (Chile) in 1974. He is an actor, stage director and playwright. He earned his degree of  Higher 
Education of  Dramatic Arts at the Catholic University of  Chile and holds an MA in Artistic Studies with a distinction in Performing Arts from 
University Paris 8-Vincennes-Saint-Denis. The texts of  his plays have been published in Chile, Mexico and Cuba. In 1998, his text «Nemesio 
Pelao, what has happened to you?» received first prize in Valparaiso’s drama competition. One year later, Andrés Pérez decided to put 
on the play and its staging earned the playwright a nomination for the APES prize (drama journalist association) in the “Breakthrough 
playwright” category.
In 2010, he acted in the Odeon Theatre in Paris, then internationally, opposite Isabelle Huppert in the play “Un Tramway”, that was staged 
by Krzysztof  Warlikowski. The French script from Wajdi Mouawad was based on Tennessee William’s masterpiece. 
In 2011, David Bobee invited Cristián Soto to write the text “This is the end” for the end of  study show of  the outgoing 23rd year students 
of  the Centre National des Arts du Cirque (CNAC) in Châlons-en-Champagne.
In 2013, he staged Earthquake, his latest creation, and presented it in Theatre T in Nantes. In 2014, his text “Santiago High Tech” was 
staged by Francisco Krebs and Fernando Ocampo in the GAM cultural centre in Santiago, Chile. For more information: www.cristian-soto.
com

CLAUDIA URRUTIA
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

    ____________
Actress, singer      

and visual artist 
     ____________

 
 Claudia Urrutia was born in Antofagasta, Chile. She started her career as an actress and singer with the Manuel Duran Diaz artistic circle 
directed by writer Eduardo Diaz Espinoza and the Taquis theatre directed by Mario and Teresa Bernal. She went on to study theater at the Catholic 
University of  Chile, in the University of  São Paulo in Brazil and in Jacques Lecoq school in Paris. Several people have therefore left their marks 
on her during her journey, always in areas closely linked to theatre, dance and popular music: Guillermo Angelelli and Oscar Zimmerman for their 
work as clowns, Jean Marie Binoche and Carlo Boso for masked theatre, Mariela Mena for Afro-Colombian dance, Oriana Salinas (her mother) and 
Magdalena Amenabar for singing, and finally Barbatuques for Brazilian body percussion.
She acted under the direction of  Willy Semler, Ramon Nuñez, Adel Hakim, Enrique Buenaventura, Cyril Griot and Dominique Freydefont among 
others. Since 1998, she has divided her artistic work between theatre, singing and teaching (in Chile, Colombia and France). She is also a visual 
artist, trained at the prestigious Clermont School of  Art (l’Ecole Supérieur d’art de Clermont Métropole). She is currently working with several 
companies in the Auvergne region, especially with Laskar theatre company and Lili Label.



________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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VIOLETTE GRAVELINE

__________
Set designer 

and 
visual artist

_____________

 A set designer and plastic artist, Violette Graveline studied at École Boulle in Paris, the Fine Arts of  Lyon and the Haute École des Arts 
du Rhin in Strasbourg. For her, set designing represents the dramaturgy of  space, a blank page coloured by symbols and incarnated by breath 
and on which a body sweats and words are expressed.
She sees stage as a mental space, a place around which sense, emotions and time are organized and blend. Scenography then gives a place 
to things and phenomena, and creates poetic combinations between a space, the audience, a text, fabrics, voices, bodies, lights, rhythms. They 
permeate the set with their writings.
Violette Graveline is one of  the 12 founding members of  the young artist-set designer SCENOPOLIS collective, which gathered during the epo-
nym festival created in Strasbourg in 2015. With SCENOPOLIS, she especially worked on conceiving and arranging an acoustic scene for the 
Eurockéennes in Belfort in 2016, creating an artistic and revealing installation within the COOP, an industrial wasteland of  the Rhine harbour 
for the Strasbourg eurometropolis, as well as creating the lighting design of  the “Cavalleria Rusticana” opera with the Lirico Spinto ensemble.

IGOR QUEZADA

__________
Musician and composer

_____________

 

 Igor Quezada was born in Bordeaux in 1979, during his parents’ political exile under the Pinochet dictatorship and grew up listening to 
traditional Chilean music. When he was 7, he went to live in Chile where continued to learning about the folklore with his mother, a singer, and 
his grand mother, who founded a Cuecas group.
When he was a teenager, he created several Latin fusion groups helped by Pedro Yañez and Francisco Araya. During his secondary studies, his 
journey was going to be added up with rock, then progressive rock. In 1998, he came back to Bordeaux to study at the university, then at the 
Fine Arts. As the singer/guitarist of  Guaka since 2005, he met Ana Maria Venegas in 2009 and joined the Théâtre au Vent company and acted 
with it in «Paquita de los Colores». 
2011 is the year when he met Lebanese stage director Wajdi Mouawad who invited him to fill in for Bertrand Cantat in the role  of  the choir in 
Sophocles trilogy entitled “Women”. After this initial experience, he was to participate in the composition of  the next installment of  Sophocles 
called “Heroes”, where he acted also as Coryphaeus in the play Œdipus Rex. He is set to take part in « Le Temps du Serpent» again in 2018.



MICHEL COSTE
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________
Multimedia plastic artist

________________

 

 At the origin of  several image related events, he taught for quite some time in the audiovisual field (from primary schools to 
universities), he has developed his own personal vision of  video and digital images for 25 years in different creation fields: he made 
around twenty video art movies, he exhibited around thirty video installations, he took part in around fifteen live performances  and 
around sixty photographic and digital print exhibitions.
“With Michel Coste, every material has memory… A frame trader, a video shaper, a lover of  images and shows, he is first and fore-
most an observer of  the living, a set design experimenter…Each video of  Michel Coste represents a gesture theatre, a universe of   
mapped out electronic signs.
“The art of  Coste is to use a language of  peace in a war time. It is to use the language of  simultaneous images being immediately dis-
played after having been taken. Coste modulates this language strategically and uses it upside down, faster or slower. And most of  of  
all, silently. So shush, and let’s listen! Can’t my eyes hear the peaceful sound of  electrons?” J.P. Fargier - July 93 (Art press. critique)
Contact : m-coste@wanadoo.fr michelcoste.blogspot.com/

NICOLAS MASSET________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 For 10 years, Nicolas Masset has made lightning creations for theatre shows. He was trained in 
lightning direction by working steadily for several structures like La Baie des Singes and l’Opéra-Théâtre mu-
nicipal. He was in charge of  creation and lightning direction for several companies in the Auvergne region: 
La Transversale, Le Souffleur de Verre, Les Guêpes Rouges, Gare à l’ar t, Lili Label Cie, and the DF company.
In addition, he has taken part more periodically in experimental indoors and outdoors projects, and for special occasions.

  ______________________
   Author and lighting director

  ______________________
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Zumaya Verde is a theatre and music company that highlights cultural exchanges between two continents, Europe and South America. Since 2010, we have woven 
links with professional artists who embark on a multidisciplinary approach and who share a common goal: to build a space of  creation and reflection, linking our 
artistic practices and cultural identities.
 
In the beginning, our creations were marked by many live stage formations in cultural places and unconventional spaces. Today we aim at making the audience sen-
sitive to new artistic forms that are either new or coming from another continent and building together spaces of  common culture. So we link this creative process 
to a transmission of  know-how and sharing.

Step by step, we find ourselves in the intimacy of  our dreams and share our practices in the form of  laboratories, body and vocal workout sessions, or simply to 
reflect on contemporary creation. This movement, which is essential to stimulate and question our own artistic approach, leads us to gather our forces and our 
desires around the creation of  shows.

          

ZUMAYA VERDE
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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We thank our volunteers and the artists, associations, places and organisms which back 
our initiative. We thank warmly Julien Martin, Emmanuel and Emilio Guyon, Rita Cernevy 

and Annette Guillaumin for their support and counsel. 

“Rosa” could be produced partly thanks to individual donations of  almost seventy 
people, via Ulule, a crowdfunding site. We thank them.
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